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AMY RUPPEL
CONTRIBUTION

digital print. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
amy ruppel is an artist/illustrator living in the beautiful pacific northwest. 
Birds, woodland animals and the flora they flaunt in are what she enjoys most. 
her nature inspired artwork has been commissioned by adidas, Burton, converse, 

nike, target and uniqlo. her work has been included in art in america’s
2006 sourceBook to the u.s. art world and in pattern designs: applications 

and variations. she is currently developing the official women’s snowboard design 
for the 2010 olympic games. 

001.



002.

ANA STRIKA
CONTRIBUTION

cut paper pop up. 8 1/2 x 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
emerging artist ana stika was the winner of the startpoint prize and a 

scholarship to the university of art and design, zürich, where she received 
a swiss federal grant for her thesis work. her intricately cut paper 
installations have been exhibited at galleries in zürich, Berlin,  

geneva, paris and prague.



003.

ANTON LOPEZ
CONTRIBUTION

digital print on fabric. 3 x 5 ft. signed and numbered. 
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
anton has exhibited paintings and installations in la, nyc, paris, Berlin, 

milan, zürich, shanghai, Beijing and hong kong. his work has been commissioned 
by diesel, nike and sony. his current project is to photo document every 

asian city he visits.



004.

CHAd phillips
CONTRIBUTION 

digital print. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
currently employed as director of creative developement at kidroBot nyc. 

he is also a part time dj and music creator. his sound project  
was included in visionaire 53.



005.

CHRIS YORMICK 
with bloodclot crew

CONTRIBUTION 
color printed fanzine with hand painted cover and dvd insert. 40 pages. 

assembled by hand. 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 in. signed and numbered. from an series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
a self taught artist and designer, chris yormick was also the art director for 
skateBoarder magazine, “és skateBoard footwear”, vdef jam and comme de garcons. 
chris has exhibited his work internationally and was recently featured in 

juxtapoz magazine.



006.

COLLEEN LONERGAN
CONTRIBUTION 

painting on watercolor paper. 7 1/2 x 5 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from an series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
Brooklyn-based artist colleen lonergan has exhibited in new york city at the 
national arts cluB, Bertha and karl leuBsdorf art gallery, lehmann maupin gallery, 

and with the rockaway artists alliance.



007.

DAVID TRUMPF
CONTRIBUTION 

letterpress print. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
 david trumpf’s drawings have been featured in atlanta’s design museum, 

feasthetic magazine, soda magazine and in the “2stepsBack”  
traveling exhibition and book, sponsored by 55dsl. he is  

currently employed as an art director at r/ga.



008.

ELIANA PEREZ
CONTRIBUTION 

letterpress print. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
eliana’s drawings have been published in the ny times and the ny times Book 
review. she has been selected for publication in the american illustration 
anthologies 2004 (#24), 2005 (#25) and 2006 (#26). in addition to private 

collections in asia and the americas, her work can be found in the libraries of 
the museum of modern art (nyc), and in numerous universities throughout the usa 
and germany. solo exhibitions have been held at universidad nacional colomBia 

and galeria arte 19 in Bogota, colombia.



009.

Geneviève GAUCKLER
CONTRIBUTION 

digital print on glossy paper with ink stamp. 11 1/4 x 8 1/4 in. 
signed. from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
starting with the french record label f communications (laurent garnier,  

st germain) geneviève later worked with directors kuntzel & deygas on promos for 
dimitri from paris, pierre henry and sparks, and commercials for  

yves saint laurent. she art directed the fanzine minimix and has worked for  
me company in london. since 2001, she began her focus on art, videos  

(Brigitte fontaine, pleix), magazine illustration (flaunt, Beaux arts, le figaro, 
idn, form), advertising, book design, toys, t-shirts (Beams t, 2k, medicom toys), 

character design (pictoplasma), exhibitions (colette paris, tokyo),  
comic books and animated title sequences. two books have been published  
about her work, in japan by gas Books and in france by pyramyd. upcoming 

projects include an experimental video with the collecitve pleix, a  
new comic book and a solo show in paris.



010.

HISHAM AKIRA BHAROOCHA
CONTRIBUTION

digital print. 10 x 7 1/3 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
artist/musician hisham akira Bharoocha has had solo exhibitions of his work at 
d’amelio terras gallery in new york, as well as vleeshal, a state run space in 

the netherlands. he has been in numerous group exhibitions at galleries such as 
deitch projects, john connelly presents and yerBa Buena center for the arts.   

his work has been published in art forum, v, i-d, flaunt and tokion. four lots 
of his artwork were recently sold at a saturday @ phillips auction in nyc. 

Bharoocha was also the musical director for the now legendary 77 Boadrum event.



011.

HOLLY STEVENSON
CONTRIBUTION 

painting and collage on manila folder. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed.  
from an series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
 holly’s artist monograph “mexican love story” was recently published by  
nieves press of switzerland. illustration clients include arkitip, amnesty 

sweden, dazed and confused, good magazine, nylon and nylon japan, rojo,  
esquire russia, marc By marc jacoBs, neomu, pony, style.com, urBan outfitters, 

oyster, studio voice, Bonus and Bust. she is currently  
professor of design at parsons school of design. 



ILAN KATIN
CONTRIBUTION

ink drawing on paper. 6 1/4 x 4 1/4 in. signed and numbered.  
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
recent exhibitions have been at moti hasson and sumi galleries in nyc. 

ilan was featured in die gestalten’s pictoplasma book as well as in los logos, 
dos logos and coast to coast. he has also curated live video collaborations at 
monkeytown in williamsburg, Brooklyn and at Baplab (Bushwick arts project) as 

well as at the mapping festival in geneva, switzerland. 

012.



013.

JACOB WILLIAMS
CONTRIBUTION

collage on paper. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
exhibitions include “nightmare of the haunted Buddha” at the  
diesel denim gallery and “the art parade” by deitch projects.



014.

JEFF LEWIS
CONTRIBUTION

painting. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
lewis has shown at galleries in london, stockholm, aspen, new york city and 

nashville. his work has been published in christie’s south kensington,  
interiror design, traditional home and architectural digest.



015.

Jesse BROWN
CONTRIBUTION 

ink drawing on paper. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
jesse has exhibited in seattle, los angles, Berlin and most recently in 

tokyo as a part of the “zine library” exhibition organized by nieves press of 
switzerland. his work has been featured in arkitip, evil monito, empty, make 

this, nlf, kripy, and encore. he is currently involved in creating large-scale 
murals through out seattle and is creative director of the design agency/

clothing line plastic.  



016.

Jesse Ondalay
CONTRIBUTION

screenprint on paper. 11 x 8 1/2 in. 
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
the majority of jesse ondalay’s artwork stays within screen prints and 
animation. the images he uses and reuses are childish and immature, all 

drawn from memory. he has participated in group shows at cinders gallery and 
dumBo center for the arts in Brooklyn, ny, institute of contemporary art in 

philadelphia, giant roBot and yerBa Buena center in san francisco, mütter museum 
and space 1026 in philadelphia, among others.



017.

kiku yamaguchi
CONTRIBUTION

digital print and collage on watercolor paper. 11 x 9 in. 
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
kiku yamaguchi formed BaByalpaca design studio in 2006. she has shown at  

lump gallery (nc) and travels on an array of mixed media projects with the art 
collective Barnstormers. she has designed and created artwork for mos def, rjd2, 

and james Blood ulmer as well as hBo, nike (japan), warner Bros., 
sony, def juxx and verve records.



018.

marc mcandrews
CONTRIBUTION

photograph. 11 x 8 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
marc was one of 163 emerging art photographers included in a publication 
by humBle arts foundation, released march 3, 2009. the collector’s guide to 

emerging art photography is an invite only, 180–page source book distributed 
to collectors, art dealers, gallery directors, photo editors, museum 

professionals, and independent curators. marc is currently working on his long 
term project entitled “Nevada Rose”, which aims to document nevada’s brothel 

industry honestly and objectively.



019.

mAsayoshi nakamura
CONTRIBUTION

drawing with colored pencil. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
masa specializes in motion graphics for tv commercials, broadcast design, 

and music videos but is often commissioned to create illustrations. 
his work has been featured on mtv and in print magazine, res, how and 

motionographer. he is a frequent contributor to smilefaucet, 
a motion graphics dvd-magazine. most recently he won the grand prize for a 

video piece he made an adoBe-records competition in japan.



020.

michi luethi
CONTRIBUTION

collage on cardboard. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from an series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
michi is a swiss born graphic designer working extensively in music. he has 
created artwork for swiss hip-hop labels nation music and muve records and 

designed record covers for gimma, Black tiger, spooman (dynamic duo).



021.

mike skinner
CONTRIBUTION

digital recording.  14 minutes.

NOTEWORTHY
mike skinner is a sound artist, record producer and drummer.  

production credits include scott matthew, kevin devine, vito acconci, war slut, 
the new humans and onelinedrawing. he has worked as a producer for  

performa’s “commission series” since their first biennial in 2005 and in 2007 
was director of multimedia installations at the park avenue armory extension of 
the whitney Biennial. sound design and composition credits for artists/dancers 

include ugo rondinone, james drake, glen fogel, helena fredriksson,  
jeremy wade and olof persson. in 2006, skinner was awarded a jerome foundation 

compositional grant which culminated in an hour long performance of his  
“8_track_attack” series at roulette in nyc. he has recently begun working as a 

consultant on multimedia and sound projects for arup acoustics in nyc. 

Continuing his 8 Track aTTack series which utilizes multiple outmoded 
portable 8 Track cartridge players and newly recorded 8 track cassettes, 
Skinner took the opportunity to make an 8 Track soundscape uSiNg Cell 
phoNe voiCe mail ReCoRdiNgS of fRieNdS aNd family SiNgiNg him happy 
biRThday. each cassette is an original and their fragility references 
the ephemeral nature of sound, relationships and technology alike. 



022.

oliver vernon
CONTRIBUTION

gauche painting on paper. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
visually, Brooklyn based artist oliver vernon’s paintings draw upon an 

incredibly varied pool of influences, from abstract expressionism, to post pop 
surrealism and the polished finish of figurative realism. formally, his work is 
about the deconstruction, and hence the necessary reconstruction of visual 

space. his paintings have been exhibited in cities across the united states and 
in london and toronto. his work is included in microsoft corporation’s private 

collection and at the metropolitan museum of art.



023.

olivier babinet
CONTRIBUTION

film on dvd. 46 seconds. from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
in 2008, olivier Babinet’s short film “c’est plutôt genre johnny walker” 

received much praise from numerous film festivals in his native country, france. 
it was awarded prix de la jeunesse at paris festival de pantin, special prize at 
aix festival, and grand prix at nice festival. the film was also honoured 3 times 

at angers with Best music creation, the caisse centrale d’activité sociale 
award and the Bibliothécaires award. his film began an international tour at 
clermont-ferrand with the jury special award in 2008 and was nominated at prix 
jean vigo in 2009. “c’est plutôt genre johnny walker” is scheduled to attend 

festival de cannes 2009.



024.

peter kienzle
CONTRIBUTION 

digital print with watercolor. 11 x 8 1/2 in. 
signed and numbered. from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
designer/illustrator peter kienzle aka superette has worked for international 
clients in the realms of editorial, fashion, music, film and the arts. with  

rie takeuchi, he has published the urban life zine Bonus. a selection of clients 
includes adidas, BlackBook, yoko devereaux, Boss, criterion, diesel, nieves, 

levi’s, lodown, mazda, nasa, neomu, nike, no.12 gallery, nokia, sony japan, rocket 
gallery, rollandBerry/suru, uniqlo, vans, weltwoche, BlackBook, lodown, idea, casa 
Brutus, gq usa, print, streetwear today, coolhunting, Bread & Butter, the fader and 

tokion.



025.

rashaad newsome
CONTRIBUTION

film on dvd. 4 minutes 38 seconds. signed and numbered case. 
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY 
rashaad’s video installation and sculpture works have been awarded by the 

Brooklyn arts council, smack mellon studio and the artist’s alliance. he is also a 
harvestworks grant recipient. his work has been featured by the new york times, 

art slant, the village voice, time out ny and art review london.  
he has exhibited at phillips de pury, the project gallery ny, flux factory lic, 
and monkeytown in Brooklyn, ny. he has exhibited internationally in Berlin, 

paris and prague.



026.

rockers nyc
CONTRIBUTION

digital print. 11 x 8 1/2 in. numbered, unsigned.  
from an edition of 25

NOTEWORTHY
as a brand, rockers nyc has grown beyond its streetwear roots. from their 

beginning at union ny, they have expanded to hold such high fashion accounts 
as loveless in tokyo, wood wood Berlin and copenhagen and goodhood, london. at 
rockers nyc, they do what they do because they love fashion and creativity in 
fashion. every season, they come with original ideas and aesthetics. above all 

to stay true to themselves.



027.

saga Widén
CONTRIBUTION

india ink on paper, first of a pair. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed.

from a series of 25 paired ink drawings.

NOTEWORTHY
saga widén is an artist and costume designer. she has designed for, among 
others, the BBc, film four and discovery channel. she is also co-creator of  

the styling and image consultancy the essential. her art work has been 
published in graphic and vrij nederland magazine. exhibitions venues include  
salon des arts london, Baum Barcelona, london print studio gallery london,  

BBc television centre london, the cochrane theatre london,  
royal alBert hall london and medcalf london.



028.

saga Widén
CONTRIBUTION

india ink on paper, second of a pair. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed.

from a series of 25 paired ink drawings.

NOTEWORTHY
saga widén is an artist and costume designer. she has designed for, among 
others, the BBc, film four and discovery channel. she is also co-creator of  

the styling and image consultancy the essential. her art work has been 
published in graphic and vrij nederland magazine. exhibitions venues include  
salon des arts london, Baum Barcelona, london print studio gallery london,  

BBc television centre london, the cochrane theatre london,  
royal alBert hall london and medcalf london.



029.

seb jarnot & Daughter
CONTRIBUTION

lithograph print. 9 1/2 x 7 1/4 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
seb worked with french magazines and newspapers before being commissioned by 
french electronica label f communications to create a series of record covers 
for artists such as laurent garnier and st germain. in 2002 he worked with 

wieden + kennedy to create visuals for an international  
nike print campaign. his work is often featured in books and magazines 
including sampler2, graphic, neo2, hand to eye, üBersee and romantik.  

in 2004 his own book “3x7=15” was published by die gestalten verlag. seb has 
exhibited at galerie ph. pannetier in nîmes, palais de tokyo in paris,  

magma clerkenwell in london, galerie adstore in Brussels and most recently  
at the “ugly winners” exhibition in Brussels.



030.

star electric eighty eight
CONTRIBUTION

silkscreen print on canvas. 12 1/2 x 10 in. signed and numbered.  
from a series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
star electric eighty eight aka seee is an annual limited edition t-shirt and 
zine project. seee has been featured in the new york times “style section”, 

complex magazine and on josh ruBin’s influential coolhunting site. star electric 
eighty eight t-shirts been included in the “to a tee” exhibit at the museum of 
design in atlanta. seee operates an online shop and seee t-shirts can be found 
at designer boutiques worldwide, including the new museum of contemporary art 
shop in nyc and Beams t in japan. recent seee fanzines include drawings from 

dave kinsey, aBel, david trumpf and anton lopez.



031.

sportsday megAphone
CONTRIBUTION

digital print. 11 x 8 1/2 in.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
sportsday megaphone began as a fictional band, an excuse to create artwork free 
of client constraints with no commercial pressure. since recording an ep under 

the same name in 2006 and getting signed to a small record label, creator  
hugh frost’s focus has shifted to exploring what might be achieved when 
producing the audio and visuals at the same time an album takes shape  
rather than imposing visuals to a pre-existing set of recordings.



032.

tanyA weiss
CONTRIBUTION

collage on found object. 6 1/2 x 4 1/4 in. signed and numbered. 
from and edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
tanya is a motion and print designer/illustrator, swiss born, living in 

Brooklyn, new york. her work was featured in the publication semipermanent in 
2007. she has exhibited in switzerland at numerous galleries and festivals.  

in 2003 she was nominated for the prestigious design network switzerland award. 
recent clients include mtv, psyop, infiniti, guinness, nissan, miller light, 

metlife, dietch and unicef.



033.

tine lundsfryd
CONTRIBUTION

white pencil drawing on paper. 8 1/2 x 11 in. signed and numbered.  
from an series of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
tine has exhibited her work in Berlin, paris, cophenhagen, vibio, nyc 

and Brooklyn, ny. she has won numerous awards including a cultural award from 
the american scandinavian society as well as grants from the vermont studio 
center fund and the helena ruBinstein foundation. she has been reviewed by 
the new york oBserver, the new york sun and vogue, who named her a “purist 

painter seeking true abstraction”.



034.

tobias zArius
CONTRIBUTION

photographs, first of a pair. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from an edition of 25 paired photographs.

NOTEWORTHY
the paris-based children’s photographer has a long list of high end clients 
including mademoiselle, milk magazine, cookie, purple, zoo, hek mag, technikart, 
flavor, max, viBe vixen, wad, citizen k, givenchy, aveda, face a face, sunsilk, 
guerlain, vichy, sephora, aveda, franck provost, Bourjois, galleries lafayette,  

le printemps, lancaster, yves rocher and virgin megastore.



035.

tobias zArius
CONTRIBUTION

photographs, second of a pair. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered. 
from an edition of 25 paired photographs.

NOTEWORTHY
the paris-based children’s photographer has a long list of high end clients 
including mademoiselle, milk magazine, cookie, purple, zoo, hek mag, technikart, 
flavor, max, viBe vixen, wad, citizen k, givenchy, aveda, face a face, sunsilk, 
guerlain, vichy, sephora, aveda, franck provost, Bourjois, galleries lafayette,  

le printemps, lancaster, yves rocher and virgin megastore.



036.

yoh nAgao
CONTRIBUTION

digital print. 11 x 8 1/2 in. signed and numbered.  
from an edition of 25.

NOTEWORTHY
in 2008, the japanese design blog shift selected yoh’s artwork from  
1,793 entries for exhibitions at soso gallery and print’em as well as  
placement in the shift art-book-calendar. he also won a uniqulo award  
for a limited edition t-shirt design and was selected to exhibit at  

the 8th international poster triennial in toyama and at illustrative 08,  
the leading european forum for contemporary illustration and graphic arts.  

yoh currently works as a freelance designer and illustrator. he also  
runs the clothing company, yohgurt.




